What do I want to say? Well you would need a month of Sundays. It's sad really that hear we are 2017 pe 1517 was lodge 2014 our group has grown so much it's the tip of an ice berg we were leading the way in Scotland regarding medical mesh devices with Alex Neil opting to suspend until clear pathways where set in place and a working group was set up Elaine Holme and Olive Macilroy did there very best to get as much information and testimonies from all over the world and well it seams to have fallen on deaf ears mean well more and more people come forward same old story they thought they where alone and it was there fault this operation had went wrong sad really I have asked the question on every trip I have made to parliament to Neil Findlay if he could find out the cost to Scottish parliament the price of our independent review and Shona Robinson does not seem to answer his question it will be embarrassing and that's why she does not want it exposed this whole experience has been long and drawn out and to be honest I think that the government does this to try and sicken the group whom is raising the petition but we must put a stop to this torture if there is 4 women in a waiting room 1 is going to be in agony at the end of the day it's just to high 25% it is also starting to take life's with the side affects of the toxins etc it's truly terrible I don't want to talk about me but my life is changed so much I don't recognise myself in the mirror I'm so ill but I get up and start every day new and if I can do I do if I can't well I just rest and that is bloody terrible for a 56 year old I should be out working but Mesh has stole that from me I should be out for lunch but Mesh has that to Mesh has meshed up my whole life it's sad but as I have previously sad I need a month of Sundays to tell you what Mesh had done to us the Scottish English Welsh and Northern Ireland American Australian Canadian Mesh surviours please think long and hard we are not all unique as doctors seem to think we are the Mesh is killing our oceans i.e. Plastic so why can't you see that it is killing us thankyou if you read this it's so important for Scotland to set the bar high and say right enough is enough